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Those friends of George Mandel who are variety of committees within NASA atad we ha;,e
wondering why it is that I am here in his place, panel membership on each of these committees.
I am happy to report that he is recovering We worry about cryogenics and low tempera-
nicely from a heart attack. :ures systems because we deal a great deal in

On the matter of the Aerospace Safety Re- propellants which are liquified gases, and we
search and Data Institute, about three or four have membership in the Compressed Gas

years ago, after the Apollo fire, NASA realized Association where much of this work is done.
that its safety organization could use a centex I won't detail all of these things but point out
where safety information accumulates and is that in addition to all else we deal with assorted
validated and interpreted for use by the Aero- NASA committees dealing with space-borne
space Industry. Our grot, p was set up in the radioactive materials. If]ouare wondering how
Cleveland laborazory to serve all of NAS _ and it is that NASA deals in radioactive materials

the Aerospace Industry. Three years agoIwas for space, I will remind you that the largest
a lone member of this group and t spoke to this soace station which will orbit the earth will
conference about our hopes. Now I am here to calr; electric producing systems which will
report how we have proceeded, what our points not use the sun as a source of heat but either
of view are, and where we stand at this time. a nuclear reactor or radioisotopes. This is a

Let's review for a minute and take a look at real concern to us at this time. The final corn-

our objectives. First, to support NASA and its mittee _e serve on is NASA's Spacecraft Fire
contractors with technical information and con- Hazard St eering Committee which I chair. This

i suiting or safety problems. To identify areas grew out o_ ,_,. concern for fire problems
where safety problems exist or where voids in on spacecraft, particularly manned spacecraft.
technology exist, and to initiate research pro- The question is, Whatis Safety Information?

; grams both in-house and ,,nder contract to fill We had to ask ourselves, we are going to collect
} these voids; to prepare state-of-the-art sum- information, but what? What is it? Is it that

maries and other uublications of use in our body of information that has a safety label at-
area. The key to all this is to establish and tached to it in someway? Well yes, it is that.
operate a safety data bank. But is it something else as well? Hereiswhat

It is my purpose today to go through this we feel constitutes the boundaries of safetyin-
quickly to give you an idea of our thinking and formation and I am sure this is an inadequate
where we stand. I might add, as an overall re- detail of these boundaries. First, safetyinfor-
mark, the emphasis we have given in our efforts ruction is a body of technical matter drawn to-

is to keep the user of the information in mind. gether from various disciplines in supportofa
That user isn't necessarily a safety specialist safety problem. This information is often in-
as you are, but can be any one of the engineers distinguishable from englneerfng, scientific or

' in the total System of engineering support• medical information. In a sense, what we are
There are decisions being made at all levels, saying is this, that safety tnforma'Aon can be
Many of our users are competent engineers who drawn from any part of the technical and scien-
are being called on to make decisions involving tific literature and we have to be prepared to do

technical information for which they have poor _ust that. Safety information Is also information
background, on hazard management techniques, and wher_

In order to maintain contacz with the user eqt lpment is involved, the associated equip-
population so that we do a useful job, we stay meat. It deals in failure advisories, accidents,
in detailed contact with the entire industry and reports, anti then the legal aspects of safety,
all institutional centers of NASA where prob- codes and standards.

lems are apt to arise. We also have member- Now, where we are dealing with a user-
ship on a host of committees. Obviously the oriented system, _he user generallycomestoa
apace shuttle is prime to NASA's interest at safety problem withcertatncategortesofques-
this time and I might add that in setttng up this tions in his m.M. He would'like for example 1
data bank wc try our best to do the work in to recognize when hazards exist, and under-
those areas of _mmedlate interest zoNASA and stand how he can detect the build-up of a haz-

then broaden our, interest as time allows. Space ardous condition. And so we like to organize _,
Shuttle is being controlled at this stage by a our Information that way. Or he would like to
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understand how to reduce the probability of a want to disagree with what I am going to say
failure or an accident. So we organize.our in- next.

: formation this way as well. He would like to be In the safety information that we reviewed,
able to assess the consequences of a failure, we often found that important portions of the

_" Oddly enough, when we look at the literature safety information are misapplied laboratory
for assessing the consequences of a failure we data. Data that was gathered not with a safety
don't go to the safety literature, we go to the problem in mind but simply a study ofa disci-

anti-safety literature. We look to the demolition pline, and somebody is using that information
expert and say, "what do you know about what improperly in a safety document. Safety reports

• would happen if we had an explosion". He would often deal in opinions masquerading as fact
like to be able to reduce the consequences of a and this is a11 too often the case. I think many
failure and he would like to have the informs- of you understand this. A large body of liters-
lion so structured that when he comes with this lure exists in some fields and little or none in

question in mind he can find that kind of infor- others, and sharply focused information is dif-
=-- matton, ficult to find for both reasons. There are times

Then there are certain scientific and engi- when you query an information system about a
neering fundamentals he has to have in order to certain aspect of a safety problem, you get
apply what information exists. We feel that here snowed with 2,000 documents. That is as good

U is a kep weakness in the communication of safety as giving you nothing unless you have enough
_ literature, information from the literature, and discretion in the field and are inquiring enough

that is the interpretation of what the literature to pick that which is useful from that which

_ tells you. We feel that in many areas, we, the isn't.
_: Aerospace Safety Research and Data Institute, Much of the literature contains incremental

shall have to prepare documents which show contributions and a large mass of reports must
how the existing information in the literature be reviewed for answers to the safety questions.
is interpreted in terms of real problems. We This tells us that somewhere in our system we
haven't begun this process yet except lnavery have to boil down the information into review
limited way. It is a difficult thing to do, but I and summary reports and let that be the input

think it is a vital step. And we also, since the to our system and cut out the chaff of a large
legal aspects of safety are so important, have number of Incrementalreports. And too, a point
to make our engineer who is dabbling tn a safety I alludes on before, information is couched tn
problem aware that there are certain legal scientific terms which are unfamiliar to engi-
asg*cts to the safety problem, risers. In other words, the information isn't

When we took alookattheexistlnginforma- user-oriented. If you want to touch on this at
tton in safety and decided to create a safety all, give an engineer a man-machine problem,
data hank, we were first faced with what shall the business of Integrating man Into a machine
go in the bank7 We are proposing to have a system, and let him look at the data the

largely computerized bank and the first thing psychologists put out and try to make some ;
that hit me forcibly in this whole business was sense of it for himself. I'm not saying that :
the fact that if you use a computer as a bank, as psychologist's data is no good, but the pay-
s place In which to attire information, you dis- chologistts data is so couched In jargon that
cover how enormously,, enormously costly it the engineer is hopefully confused., _

is to do a .proper job of putting Information Into The preaer:retrievalsystems often lose the

a computer. We said we have to be careful what relevant information and cite many irrelevant _
goes in, not only from the standpoint of cost, references. When this happens, obviously there
but from the standpoint of credibility. Can the is a degradation in the service being provided.
people get Information out of our system and Here is what we said the components of a
depend on it? They are surely golcg to use thts safety data bank system ought to be.
as an authority for the actions they take and If First, we should use a computer, should be
we give them the wrong information or poor In- document references. These should have an

formation, it Is our respensibflity. Also, we appropriate abstract so that the person looking

looked _,t the quality of safety Information. Most at a document reference doesn't have to go by

of ycaa are old pros at this and I think you'll the title. Authors of reports are notoriously
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poor in titling their own reports so we prefer sure you're getting the latest in safety infor-
to have an abstract which helps a little. In the mation and then prepare safety reports and
work which we are going to be doing, which we advisories, much of which would be done
ask people to review literature in specialized under contract.
fields, we ask the reviewer who is an expert in Now where are we in this matter of estab-
the field to write hisown abstractin addition to ltshing the bank? First, our basic computer
the author's abstract, if he thinks the author's components have been acquired for the Lewis
abstract is misleading. Computer information Center and they are being up=graded which
should have references to other repositories makes me unfortunately say to you that we
that specialize in information, and I want to can't give youred-hotservicequiteyetbecause
bring up the point that we don't think we are the this up-grading step makes the computer un-
only safety data bank in existeace. We know available to us for long periods of time. We
there are many. We hope to be complementary h_v¢ now completed the computer programming
with them; not to overlap them, and in no case to give us a very flexible storage and retrieval
to totally absorb them unless it's worthwhile to system for information. First of all we give
do that. We do have to know where the other in- random access to documents and data citations

formation resides and to have the computer in the computer storage, in other words very
point it out as an answer to a query on informs- speedy retrieval. We can reach into any part
tion requests. It has to be able to store sys- of this storage imrr, ediately and pull out the
tematic accumulations of safety data and what reference without having to spin all tapes
I mean by systematic accumulations is this. through a monitor to pick up the information
Much of the information that a safety engineer, we are looking for. This reaches in and pulis
or person involved with safety problems needs it out in a fraction of a second, We can fix the
to use, have never been published. It has been retrieval of information by aurJior, by content,
garnered from research, completed in private in which we use an elaborate system of key
places and these are available to us as curve and words so that you can get sharply focused in-
graphs etc. plots, formulas -- we have to be able formation, by document or_,gin and number, and
to include that in our system so these come out. I might add by the contractor or other Agency
We can't rely entirely on documents. We then that did the work, by the program name that
need a list of specialists in safety and safety- created the work and so on. There are many
related fields and this goes back to our role of ways in which we can find documents under this
consulting. We ourselves don't feel that we are system. We believe in continuous key-word
capable in every field to give consulting. This Thesaurus development. These key words are
would be ridiculous for a group of about 16 the descriptives that descr'be the contents of a

technical people, and we couldn't hope to cover document. We know that as documents appear,
", all fields. What we hope to do in providing con- any fixed Thesaurus will not cover the contents

sultation is to find an appropriate person some- of an evergrowing field, and so the Thesaurus
where who can serve thatrole,butwe can't, thatwe are developingcan continueto grow

We donftintendto supplementthestandard with the literatureas itcomes inand we can

reference library with on-shelf references, always have an up-dated Thesaurus. When a
There is no sense in stickingthenormal ms- searcher comes tothecomputer andsaysIwant
terialsofa good libraryina computer.ThaUs to findsomething,what word shallIuse. the

on theshelfand thestandardlibrarytechniques computer gives him the very latestllstof
work very well.We hope tomicrofilm allthe words. The system isveryflexibleinthatifwe

informationthatisreferredtoinourcomputer= feelthathavingenlargedtheThesaurusand the

storedInformationso thatfftheperson wants descriptiveterms _at we allowedourselvesto

the refe_'encewe can sliphim microfilm.We use, we did an inadequatejob oftheexisting

nexthope tosetup a SafetyInformationAnalyo citationsin our files,we can go throughand

sisCenterforconsolidatingthisactofboiling change thekey words attachedtothatcitation.

thingsdown and having only afew,reportsin In the end we hope tobe freeofany business
the place of many; validating,inotherwords ofa Thesaurus and use freelanguageforchar-

gettingrid of tho Junk thatisnttcorrect;and acterizingcitations.Inotherwords you havea

updating,gettingrid of old stuffand making freedom from the constraint of using
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specialized terms. This is one o_ ,:,e dfffi- system is a file of about 35-36,000 documents
: culties of finding information ln acomputertzed in the nuclear safety field. The files of the

system. The systems, ff they are limited to a Cryogenic £ngineering Center and the National
Thesaurus, have a rather strange number of Bureau of Standards has already been placed

_- constraints, into our system. The FAA Aviation Safety

Let me give you an example of this: Suppose files, we are negoflating on. Recall we said
you were interested in cats. And in particular, that a complete information system would
since you are domesticated, you want a do- also include component failure rate files and
mesricated cat, you want a house cat and you here is the key word--IDEP--it is an infor-
want information on house cats. There are marion exchange program amongst the various
some retrieval systems that would say,"Okay, segments of the Government. It deals with
you can use the word house and you can use failure rates in the testing of components for
the word cat. Because the C in cat comes aerospace devices--airplanes, spacecraft. By
before H in house it will go into the computer putting this file, which exists on paper, into

, with the word with the C first so it goes into our computer we can maintain an up-to-date
the computer, not as house cat but as cat record of all failure rate studies going on,
house. Now who would think of looking, for that have gone in the past and those which

_- house cats under that. You can do a lot _,f are current. This will keep some branch of

_ games with this of course. Try venetian blinds the Government from repeating a failure rate

¢: for example. This is true, some systems are study on a piece of equipment which is a!ready
this way and give the searcher quite a game in progress by another Agency. You'll see a

_ to play to try to find the information that sample of the kind of print out this system
exists. We hope to break this block, gives.

We will include a file of document abstracts Within NASA, following the 204 fire four

and reviewers comments in which the re- years ago and then the Apollo i3 accident,
viewer will say the report is pretty good for both involving oxygen, and other oxygen acci-

this area of work but don't believe the rifle, dents within NASA, we undertook acomplicated

it just doesn't have very much information and rather involved study ofmaterialcompar, t-
in another area or, this is old stuff and itts billty with oxygen. Thiz file is going into our
wrong in this respect. We hope the reviewers computer so that one can find ',,-.formation more
comments will be tagged to most of these readily than the turning of pages in a book, •
citations. As I said before, we would have a which becomes very difficult,
method for accumulating incremental data in Here is some safety information that we
terms of tables and formulas etc. and also are asking others to gather with our support
the computer has devised within it a means and our help. Oxygen System Safety, this ,!
for assisting the searcher in going through grows out of the Apollo !3 accident, in which -:

the strategyof the search,itkeeps assisting we are collectingmeaningfulliteratureand
him with clues and if he doeJnttknow what to data and then we are collectingthepractices

do next, he asks the computer, "What next?" of others in design and operation of oxygen _

and thecomputer tellshim. systems. We are tryingto put togetherthe
_ Here is a view ofwhat we are tryingtodo tiretechnologyas itapplieslargelytospace- ,_

now. First of all we find that there are some craft and aircraft and ground test facilities in

excellent safety information files. Many of support of development of either of these.
them are computerized, some are not, many The National Bureat_of Standards has a con-

of them have thisso=calledInteractive--let tract with us to do thlo.They hav_ a fire

me say it this way--we are more or less safety technology group who are charge:l by
unique in having this easy intexacflve scheme Congress to conduct work in this area. This
of search and retrieval that many do not and portion of it is a cooperative effort with NASA
where it's Justified to absorb a given file or now.

information on safety so we can have this nice Human Factors, with emphasis on flight ;
access with our computer, we do this. In vehicles and especially the space shuttle. This "

particular, an excellent file of safety infor- study is 8oing forward un_ler the guidance of :
maflon, which has already been put into our the Human Factors people at our Ames
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laboratory in California and it is to be a major chart, the one that developed for the fire
effort. This Nuclear Isotope safety I mentioned problem, I think you can appreciate that it is
earlier has to do with on-board nuclear mate- a fairly involved chart. The hope that is on
rials. The business of non-destructive testing perusal by the user, the person who has a
and diagnostic techniques with structures on problem in mind and then comes to our sys-
machines safety codes and operating practices tern and says where can [ find information
for aircraft, fracture mechanics data for and we give him this, he gets a first clue into
structural alloys with special emphasis on low how to Interrogate the system to find his In-
temperature applications of metals and let me formation. What words does he use to the
cue you in here. NASA has found that every computer to say give me information along
time It took on the use of a high strength these lines and the computer will begin to
material, particularly those which retain their formulate a form.

: high strength at low temperature, It found it This chart is also used by the people who
had problems in fracture mechanics--the two input the Information Into the system and any
ran together. When you try to grab the ad- key words that they develop to describe the
vantage of a red-hot material that had a high contents of the documents they review go Into
strength to weight ratio and good toughness those blocks so that the user, the guy search-
at low temperatures particularly it had a ing sees the words that the Inputter created
fracture mechanic problem. The thing wanted to describe the information that exists there.
to crack easily, which appears to be a con- With regard to the IDEP record, this is
tradlction of terms, butthtststhewaylt works, the business of putting into the computer a
Mathematical techniques in safety analysts, record of the failure rates for equipment under

! that is only beginning for us. test. The purpose of our computer handling of

t In an effort to organize our information so this is to tell a searcher where he finds the
that the user can find his problem, we did this. record on the piece of equtpnaent he is con-

We said, the user comes with certain questions cerned for. The address, because the IDEP
in mind, very often he Is concerned with the system provides microfilms of all tests and
causes for failure In his systems and we are there is where the information he wants re-
taking as our Illustration this cryogenics fluid sides. The question is, where is it. In all of
safety grid and a means for characterizing the the tapes _;hat exist, all of the microfilms, in
information that exists in a given area and in other words, he Is looking for this address,
this area on cryogenic fluid safety, what are the microfilm address code number. Once he

the causes of failure? and we say the causes gets that code number, he knows how to spin
of failure under what conditions. When you are his microfilm to find out where the inform-

", transporting, where you are storing, when you mar.ton exists. Now he can find the component
are handling the fluids in systems. These are he is Interested in in a variety of ways. He
the blocks which represents an Intersection knows the accession number, (I won't try to
between this term, transportation storage or describe these terms in two much detail, I
system handling, and failure causes. Each of don't have rime) the manufacturer, say the
these blocks constitutes a range of problems company, "_f the equipment, the date It was
of interest and these then are the categories made or the date of the test, or the govern-
we create, this range of problems of interest, sent part number or a description of the part.
and place them in this chart so that a person May t e It Is a relay, the contact rating in this
with this problem on his mind under these area etc. He feeds this to the machine. The
conditions sees what has been done here. Not machine then prints out a page _hat looks like
only do we do this but all these words that are this and he can check and see whether this Is

descriptive terms for describing the literature truly the piece he wants, and is this the cor-
that exists in this area will appear in this feet part number if he has the part number of
block. That was a simplified view of things--I the Vendor's part and so he says, Yes that is
think you can read the rest and appreciate Its the right one and he knows where to search In
relevance to some of the remarks I made the microfilm. /
before. This is a simplified view only for our From tlme to time NASA puts out alerts t
purposes here. If I wet. to show you a true on parts and this we hope to have In the
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machine and the key issue here on the alert, base. We are trying to make our system

not worrying about anything else is this, that consistent with this point of view. If you want
-: people have in the machine a system of alert, to be part of this system and you want to query

If somebody is concerned about what the latest the information that we have, do you have to
alerts are, he simply queries the computer call us. I hope not. We would be available for
from a remote station, a console remote from any calls or for any letters in inquiry. What

our system, by telephone lines and asks what do you have on some kind of problem but we
is the latest alert. He gets a statement which hope that those who are principal users of
says failure analysis conforms something safety information will have their own console

_, about a part and the trouble with the seal, etc. substations which are reasonably cheap. A
"" and he can identify what the alert is tlying to $5,000 or $6,000 investment gives you such a

tell him. station. With this tie in, you dial the telephone,

With regard to other data centers, we have FTS or any other voice communication line
: identified about 150 data centers which we will put in communication with our computer
r think are useful in our business. There are and gives you the opportunity to access it for

,: probably more. We hope to have them within information only. This doesn't give you the
our computer and we ask for certain tnfor- opportunity to change the contents, only to get
mation and say what data centers would have the contents out.

_i_), information on particular things.The computer It is made of three major components.
:_ would print give a print out: which would give First a TV screen on which the print-out of
_: them the name of the information center, say the computer is placed and gives you all the
_; Electronics Properties Information Center, information regarding the document you are

and then what do they cover in that center. If looking for; a keyboard for instructing theyou are concerned for liquid metals and computer on what you want next; and if you

" hazards associated with these, this is the see something on the TV screen that you like

kind of coverage the liquid metals informs- and want to preserve after making a search,
tion center would give you. Not only do you you hit a button on the keyboard and a print-
get this, you get information on first, the out, permanent record hard copyappearshere.
name of the Center, where it is, how you get These are the three components. For an in-
information from them, do you call them up, vestment of $5,000 to $6,000, you get them all.
do you send them a letter, do you have a fee We hope that when our system is rich
to pay, etc. We hope that our Information enough to justify othershavingremotestations.
Center will be one of a network. There are Our hope is that we can handle many queries,

many good ones that have capabilities like 40 people on the line simultaneously.
ours and we hope that we can tuck them all That then concludes my description of the

' together in one network so that when you work we are doing.
query the system you query everybodies data Thank you.
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